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ABSTRACT
BACKGROUND: While neuroimaging has provided insights into the formation of episodic memories in relation to
voluntary memory recall, less is known about neural mechanisms that cause memories to occur involuntarily, for
example, as intrusive memories of trauma. Here, we investigated brain activity shortly after viewing distressing events
as a function of whether memories for those events later intruded involuntarily. The postencoding period is particularly
important because it is a period when clinical interventions could be applied.
METHODS: A total of 32 healthy volunteers underwent functional magnetic resonance imaging while viewing dis-
tressing film clips, interspersed with 5 minutes of awake (postencoding) rest. Voluntary memories of the films were
assessed using free recall and verbal and visual recognition tests after a week, while intrusive (involuntary) memories
were recorded in a diary throughout that week.
RESULTS: When analyzing functional magnetic resonance imaging responses related to watching the films, we
replicated findings that those “hotspots” (salient moments within the films) that would later become intrusive
memories elicited higher activation in parts of the brain’s salience network. Surprisingly, while the postencoding
persistence of multivoxel correlation structures associated with entire film clips predicted subsequent voluntary recall,
there was no evidence that they predicted subsequent intrusions.
CONCLUSIONS: Results replicate findings regarding the formation of intrusive memories during encoding and extend
findings regarding the consolidation of information in postencoding rest in relation to voluntary memory. While we
provided a first step using a naturalistic paradigm, further research is needed to elucidate the role of postencoding
neural processes in the development of intrusive memories.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bpsc.2021.08.006
Memories of highly distressing events are often stronger and
more vivid than memories of neutral events. Sometimes, such
memories spring to mind involuntarily (1) and unwanted,
rendering them intrusive (2,3). Intrusive memories are a cardi-
nal symptom of posttraumatic stress disorder (4) and occur in
various psychopathologies (5–7), causing emotional distress
(8) and functional impairment (9). It is important to understand
how intrusions arise to inform clinical interventions (10,11).
Here, we ask the following question: What happens in the brain
immediately after witnessing highly distressing events that
leads to intrusive memories?

Most neuroimaging studies of emotional memory, and
intrusive memory in particular, have focused on encoding or
recall (12–21). However, much less is known about the
consolidation of intrusive memories, i.e., the time-dependent
process that stabilizes memory traces after initial encoding
(22,23). This postencoding period is important because this is
when clinical interventions could be applied.
ª 2021 Society of Biological Psychiatry. Published by Elsevier Inc.
CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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A challenge for studying intrusive memories is that trau-
matic events comprise rich, multimodal experiences that take
time to unfold, and only some moments within an event tend to
intrude. Clinically, these moments are referred to as trauma
“hotspots” (24). For example, after experiencing a car crash,
one may have intrusions of the worst moments (e.g., wind-
shield breaking) or something preceding the worst moments
(e.g., car headlights approaching). Measuring neural responses
to those moments is challenging because they can only be
identified retrospectively and idiosyncratically. For example,
diary entries show that hotspots within distressing films [an
experimental model for psychological trauma (25)] can become
intrusive for one individual but not another (12,13). Using such
diaries, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies
revealed that during encoding, hotspots that later intrude elicit
more activity in the salience network (26,27), particularly the
inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) and middle temporal gyrus (MTG)
(12,13).
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To study memory consolidation with fMRI, previous studies
have examined intrinsic functional connectivity, such as be-
tween the amygdala and hippocampus, in relation to later
memory (28,29). While such analyses may reveal general
markers for consolidation, here we are interested in event-
specific markers for consolidation. Using two types of
multivariate approaches that characterize representational
geometries (30), we aimed to assess the degree to which
neural patterns associated with encoding persist or recur after
encoding. In the first approach, those patterns are pairwise
correlations between the time series of all voxels within a
specific brain region, so-called multivoxel correlation structure
(MVCS), which can also be viewed as a form of local functional
connectivity. This approach is suitable for examining consoli-
dation of a prolonged experience, such as a minute or so of a
film clip. Previous work demonstrated that the persistence of
MVCS in the hippocampus over a postencoding rest period
predicted subsequent voluntary recall (31) and conditioned
fear responses (32). The second approach uses multivoxel
activation patterns associated with short events (e.g., a few
seconds) and tests whether these patterns recur during a
postencoding period. This approach is better suited to
examine consolidation of specific hotspots. Research showed
that such postencoding reactivation of item-specific patterns
predicted better voluntary memory (33,34) and individual dif-
ferences in fear/extinction memory (35,36).

We combined fMRI scanning on 2 consecutive days (ses-
sions 1 and 2) with subsequent voluntary memory recall tests
(session 3, 1 week later) and a daily diary of intrusive memories
between sessions 1 and 3 (Figure 1). During scanning (session
1), participants watched six distressing film clips, alternated by
rest periods of a few minutes, allowing assessment of offline
(i.e., postencoding) processes related to the initial consolida-
tion of each clip.

We tested two a priori hypotheses: first, based on previous
findings (12,13,20), we predicted that univariate activation in
the salience network while watching distressing clips would
predict which hotspots later intrude during daily life. A priori
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regions of interest (ROIs) included the hippocampus and
amygdala based on their role in emotional memory (23,37–40),
and left IFG and MTG for their previous implication in intrusive
memories (12,13). Second, following the study by Tambini and
Davachi (31), we predicted that persistence during the post-
encoding rest period of hippocampal MVCS associated with
encoding of an entire film clip would be related to voluntary
recall of that clip (free recall, verbal/visual recognition 1 week
later); an open question was whether this would also be the
case for intrusive memories. Finally, given that intrusive
memories typically only involve specific moments (hotspots)
within a film, a third analysis explored whether the post-
encoding reactivation of multivoxel patterns related to specific
hotspots (rather than the whole clip) would predict whether
these hotspots become intrusive.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Participants

Participants were recruited via a volunteer panel and screened
via telephone interview on criteria, including current mental
health problems (see Supplemental Methods and Materials). Of
36 eligible participants, 1 did not finish the experiment and
data from 3 participants could not be analyzed owing to
excessive head motion. The final sample comprised 32 par-
ticipants (age [in years]: mean = 23.2, SD = 4.5; 21 female, 11
male). All provided written informed consent in a manner
approved by the Cambridge Psychological Research Ethics
Committee (reference 2017.009).

Experimental Design

The experiment comprised three sessions (Figure 1),
combining the trauma film paradigm (25) with fMRI scanning
and completion of a diary to record the daily frequency of
intrusive memories over a week. During session 1, six film clips
previously shown to elicit intrusive memories (13) were pre-
sented. Clips depicted scenes involving actual/threatened
death or serious injury (Table S1). Each clip was approximately
: tasks in laboratory 
oluntary memory)

Rs6
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Figure 1. Within-subject design consisting of a
naturalistic event-related functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging paradigm and two follow-up ses-
sions. Participants viewed six 1-minute film clips
with distressing content while they were being
scanned (indicated with “En” for encoding). Resting-
state blood oxygen level–dependent activity during
the postencoding period between the film clips was
measured for 5 minutes (indicated with “Rs” for
resting-state). Each film clip could contain several
hotspots (indicated with “Hotspots within clips”).
The time during and immediately after viewing each
of the distressing clips is the analog peritraumatic
period. For the next 7 days, participants recorded in
a daily diary any intrusive memories, that is, mental
images of the films that spontaneously popped into
their mind in naturalistic settings, yielding a general
intrusive memory frequency score. In addition,
based on the diary entries, we were able to retro-
spectively, per individual, define intrusive and

gnetic resonance imaging paradigm). A day later (day 2), they returned for a
erform tests of voluntary memory recall, including free recall and verbal and
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1 minute, followed by a 5-minute rest during which participants
were encouraged to close their eyes. They could think about
anything, with no restrictions. Clips were presented on a
screen viewed via a mirror attached to the head coil. Sounds
were presented via noise-shielding headphones. After the
encoding phase, an additional 6-minute resting-state scan was
acquired during which participants pressed a button if an im-
age of the film popped into mind. A pen-and-paper diary was
used to record film-related intrusive memories for 1 week (41),
defining them as involuntarily occurring mental images. Par-
ticipants noted their occurrence (morning/afternoon/evening)
and content (Figure S1; Table S1).

Approximately 24 hours after session 1, participants
returned (session 2) and were shown brief descriptions of
some of the film clips (Figure 1). We do not report on this
further; the retrieval procedure did not influence later memory
(Supplemental Results).

Session 3 took place in a laboratory 7 to 8 days after ses-
sion 1, starting with voluntary memory recall tests, i.e., (cued)
free recall, verbal recognition, and visual recognition, followed
by an intrusion provocation task. In addition, several self-report
measures were administered across the 3 days. See
Supplemental Methods and Materials for a full description of
experimental procedure and assessments and a detailed
description of how free recall and diary data were analyzed and
how hotspots were defined.

MRI Acquisition

A Siemens 3T Prisma MRI scanner with 32-channel head coil
was used to acquire functional data with a gradient-echo,
echo-planar, multiband sequence (repetition time = 1190 ms;
echo time = 30 ms; flip angle = 74�; 64 axial slices, acceleration
factor 4, ascending acquisition; 2 3 2 3 2 mm voxel size;
192 3 192 3 128 field of view) covering the whole brain. Only
the first run in session 1 (film encoding task), containing 2100
volumes, is analyzed here. High-resolution three-dimensional
T1-weighted images (repetition time = 2250.0 ms, echo time =
3.02 ms, flip angle = 9�; 1 3 13 1 mm voxel size; 256 3 2563

192 field of view) were collected for normalization.

Whole-Brain Parcellation and ROIs

ROIs were defined using the Brainnetome Atlas (BNA), con-
taining 246 nonoverlapping cortical and subcortical regions
(http://atlas.brainnetome.org). Multivariate analyses were per-
formed both intra- and interregional. A priori ROIs included the
hippocampus (BNA 215–218; 2261 voxels), amygdala (BNA
211–214; 607 voxels), left IFG (BNA 29, 31, 33, 35, 37, 39; 2161
voxels), and MTG (BNA 81–88). A salience network mask was
created by creating 5-mm spheres around voxel coordinates
reported by Hermans et al. [(27); Table S4, Expl, p. 21].

fMRI Analysis

fMRI preprocessing steps are described in Supplemental
Methods and Materials. For the univariate analysis, 16 iconic
hotspot moments were modeled as separate regressors using
a double-gamma hemodynamic response function imple-
mented in FEAT version 6.0, part of FSL (FMRIB Software Li-
brary, http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). The duration varied per
hotspot moment (Table S1; Figure S2). Six motion parameters
962 Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and Neuroimaging O
were included as regressors of no interest. Per individual, we
contrasted intrusive with nonintrusive hotspots (Supplemental
Methods and Materials). Seven participants who did not have
any nonintrusive hotspots (only intrusive and ambiguous hot-
spots) were excluded from this analysis. Mixed-effects ana-
lyses were conducted to assess differences in intrusive versus
nonintrusive hotspots at the group level. Activation was
thresholded using clusters determined by Z . 3.1 (p , .001)
and a (corrected) cluster significance threshold of p = .05
(Figure 2A). In addition, ROI analyses were performed after
converting to percentage signal change (Figure 2B).

For the multivariate analysis within each ROI, we calculated
neural correlation profiles uniquely related to film clips (6) and
resting-state blocks (7); we extracted the time series for each
ROI voxel and discarded the first 25 seconds of each rest
epoch. While some initial consolidation could already occur
during these first 25 seconds, discarding these data was
necessary to ensure that resting-state data only contained
activity related to the consolidation, not the actual encoding, of
a clip, given the prolonged nature of the hemodynamic
response function. To match temporal distance between the
encoding epoch and the pre- and postencoding rest epochs,
we also removed the last 25 seconds of each resting epoch (for
results without removal of the first and last 25 seconds, see
Supplemental Results). Next, correlations between the time
series of every pair of voxels were calculated to obtain a cor-
relation matrix, i.e., MVCS (31) (Figure 3A), and then Fisher z-
transformed. The upper triangle of this matrix was then
correlated across phases to determine MVCS similarity. To
control for baseline levels of temporal autocorrelation [e.g.,
(42,43)], we subtracted the similarity between a film MVCS and
the preceding rest MVCS from the similarity between a film
MVCS and the following rest MVCS (Figure 3B). This yielded a
persistence index, indicating the degree to which correlation
patterns related to the encoding of a film clip persisted/reap-
peared during rest. In addition to this intraregional analysis, we
repeated the same MVCS analyses across all brain regions
after averaging the time series across voxels within each
Brainnetome ROI.

Next, we tested whether the persistence of film-related
correlation patterns (intraregional or whole brain) into post-
encoding rest was associated with memory performance.
Persistence indices were Fisher z-transformed prior to statis-
tical testing. The independent variable was average persis-
tence index across the six clips; the dependent variable was
proportion of correctly recognized items on the verbal/visual
recognition tests or total number of diary intrusions (Figure 3C).
In addition, we used a Steiger test implemented in R (https://
cran.r-project.org/web/packages/cocor/cocor.pdf) to directly
compare (correlated) correlation coefficients, testing whether
the MVCS persistence index more strongly predicts one type
of memory, e.g., voluntary versus involuntary.

While MVCS analysis yields a neural profile reflecting ac-
tivity over a prolonged period of time (here, a 1-min film clip),
intrusive memories typically concern mental images of specific
moments of only a few seconds within that event (hotspots).
Our final analysis explored whether the degree of relative
reactivation of a pattern related to a hotspot in the rest period
following the clip that contained that particular hotspot re-
flected whether the hotspot would become intrusive. Relative
ctober 2022; 7:960–969 www.sobp.org/BPCNNI
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Figure 2. Neural correlates of intrusive memory
encoding. Univariate activation at time of film
viewing distinguishes hotspots that become intru-
sive vs. those that do not (nonintrusive). (A) Whole-
brain analysis of the encoding of intrusive vs.
nonintrusive hotspots showing a large cluster in the
anterior cingulate cortex (314 voxels; 2512 mm3;
center of gravity: x = 20.5, y = 35.5, z = 15.5; Z-
max = 4.30). Activation is thresholded using clusters
determined by Z . 3.1 (p , .001) and a (corrected)
cluster significance threshold of p = .05. (B) Region
of interest analysis for the left inferior frontal gyrus
(IFG), middle temporal gyrus (MTG), hippocampus,
and amygdala showing the blood oxygen level–
dependent (BOLD) percentage signal change for
intrusive and nonintrusive hotspots relative to im-
plicit baseline. Values are means, with error bars
representing the standard error of the mean. *p ,

.05. Image overlay created using MRIcroGL (https://
www.nitrc.org/projects/mricrogl/). A, anterior; L, left;
P, posterior; R, right.
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reactivation was assessed by correlating each pattern with
each postencoding resting-state volume (Figure S3), correct-
ing for baseline levels of temporal autocorrelations. We then
used a linear mixed-effect model where relative reactivation
was predicted by intrusiveness of the hotspot as fixed effect,
including participants (N = 32) and hotspots (16) as random
effects (for details, see Supplemental Methods and Materials).

Multiple comparisons correction (4 for a priori ROIs; 246 for
exploratory whole-brain analyses) was done by limiting the
false discovery rate (44). p values are reported two sided where
hypotheses were nondirectional (a = 0.05).
RESULTS

Behavioral Results: Intrusive and Voluntary Memory

Diaries of intrusive memories were scored by 2 independent
raters (interrater reliability: r = 0.94); only descriptions of a clear
mental image of a specific moment in a film clip were counted
as intrusive memories. All clips were effective in eliciting
intrusive memories. Further analysis of diary data yielded 16
iconic hotspot moments within the six clips (i.e., moments that
appeared as separate intrusive memories for at least 3 par-
ticipants) (examples in Table S1). For the univariate neuro-
imaging analyses and the hotspot pattern analysis, the crucial
comparison was between hotspots that would become clear
intrusive memories for a particular individual versus hotspots
that would not, but would for other individuals [previously
labeled potentials (12,13)]. The distribution of intruding and
voluntary recalled hotspots is shown in Figure S4.

Summary statistics and correlations among memory mea-
sures are presented in Table 1 (for self-report measures, see
Table S2). Across individuals, measures of voluntary recall
were related to each other, as were measures of involuntary
recall, but as expected, no significant correlations were
Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and Neu
observed between voluntary and involuntary memory [in line
with (41)]. While the relationship between overall voluntary and
involuntary memory across participants was weak, intrusive
hotspots were better remembered than nonintrusive hotspots
when analyzed within-participant (Supplemental Results).
Activation During Film Viewing Predicts Hotspots
That Become Intrusive

We had predicted higher activity in the salience network
(12,13), alongside the left IFG and MTG, during encoding of
intrusive compared with nonintrusive hotspots. Because 7
participants only had intrusive or ambiguous hotspots (i.e., no
nonintrusive hotspots), results are reported for the remaining
25 participants (Figure S5).

In the whole-brain search, only the anterior cingulate cortex
showed greater activity during encoding of intrusive versus
nonintrusive hotspots (Figure 2A). The opposite contrast did
not reveal any significant clusters. ROI analyses (Figure 2B)
showed higher activation for intrusive hotspots in the left IFG
(t24 = 2.40, p = .012, one sided; d = 0.48), but not MTG (t24 =
1.03, p = .156, one sided; d = 0.21) or amygdala (t24 = 0.91, p =
.187, one sided; d = 0.18). The hippocampus showed no sig-
nificant difference between intrusive and nonintrusive hotspots
(t24 = 1.46, p = .158, two sided; d = 0.29), consistent with
previous findings (12,13). To facilitate comparison with studies
that used more liberal thresholds (12,13), Table S3 and
Figure S6 display whole-brain results using a cluster defining
threshold of Z . 2.3 (p = .01), indicating widespread activation
in the salience network. Moreover, a salience network mask
created from reported coordinates (27) also revealed higher
activation for intrusive hotspots (t24 = 1.79, p = .043, one sided;
d = 0.36).
roimaging October 2022; 7:960–969 www.sobp.org/BPCNNI 963
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Figure 3. The persistence of film-related multi-
voxel correlation patterns into postencoding rest in
the hippocampus predicts subsequent voluntary
recall but not subsequent intrusive memory fre-
quency. (A) To obtain neural response profiles
related to encoding film clips (6) and postencoding
resting-state blocks (7), we extracted the time series
related to the epoch for each voxel in the hippo-
campus. Then all voxel time series were correlated
with one another to obtain a multivoxel correlation
structure (MVCS) per epoch (film clip or resting-state
block), discarding the first and last 25 s of the resting
state to avoid blurring across contiguous blocks. (B)
Next, the similarity between MVCSs was assessed
by calculating pairwise Pearson correlations be-
tween different Fisher z-transformed MVCSs related
to the different film clips and resting-state blocks.
The crucial comparison was the similarity between a
film MVCS and the postencoding rest MVCS
compared with film MVCS and pre-encoding rest
MVCS. This yielded a relative persistence index
indicating the degree to which correlation patterns
related to the encoding of a film clip persist during
postencoding rest. (C) In the hippocampus, this in-
dex did not predict the frequency of intrusive
memories over the week. It did, however, predict
verbal and visual recognition 1 week later across
individuals. FA, false alarm.
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Persistence of Film-Related Multivoxel Correlation
Patterns Into Postencoding Rest Predicts
Subsequent Voluntary Recall but Not Intrusive
Memory
We examined the degree to which neural activity related to
encoding persists during the 5-minute postencoding rest by
calculating MVCS (31) (Figure 3A). Next, we compared the
Table 1. Summary Statistics and Pairwise Pearson Correlatio
(N = 32)

Measure Mean (SD) Rang

1 Intrusive Memories Reported in Diary Over 1 Week 8.6 (6.6) 1–2

2 Intrusions During Resting State Day 1 6.5 (5.2) 0–2

3 Intrusions During Laboratory Task Day 8 6.7 (5.7) 1–2

4 FR, Total Number of Scenes Recalled 39.9 (7.4) 22–5

5 FR, Total Number of Event Details 106.6 (29.2) 57–1

6 Verbal Recognition, Hits—FA (Out of 32) 13.7 (3.8) 3–2

7 Visual Recognition, Hits—FA (Out of 24) 11.7 (4.1) 1–2

FA, false alarm; FR, free recall.
ap = .05 to .08
bp , .001.
cp , .05.
dp , .01.

964 Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and Neuroimaging O
similarity (Pearson correlation) between MVCS for a film clip
and MVCS for the subsequent rest with that between MVCS
for a film clip and MVCS for the preceding rest (Figure 3B),
yielding a relative persistence index of neural patterns related
to the encoding of a film clip.

While there was no main effect of persistence in the hip-
pocampal ROI (t31 = 0.15, p = .885; but see Supplemental
ns Among Measures of Voluntary and Involuntary Recall

e 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 1.00 – – – – – –

1 0.31a 1.00 – – – – –

5 0.65b 0.39c 1.00 – – – –

1 0.10 0.03 20.13 1.00 – – –

78 0.19 0.21 0.07 0.81b 1.00 – –

1 0.18 0.28 0.11 0.50d 0.50d 1.00 –

0 0.14 0.15 20.02 0.59b 0.49d 0.51d 1.00
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Results), the hippocampal persistence index predicted, across
participants, both verbal (r = 0.50; p = .004) and visual (r = 0.44;
p = .013) recognition memory 1 week later (Figure 3C), repli-
cating previous research (31). Hippocampal MVCS persistence
was not related to free recall (r = 0.29; p = .110), but analysis
across all 246 ROIs revealed such an effect in two regions in
the IFG (BNA 35, 40) (Figure 4A). Numerous other brain areas,
mostly in the medial temporal lobe and anterior midline
(Figure 4B, C), showed a relationship between the persistence
index and later verbal and visual recognition memory
(Tables S4–S7), although only visual areas showed a relation-
ship with visual recognition memory (Figure 4C).

In contrast, persistence in the hippocampal ROI did not
predict intrusive memory frequency (Figure 3C; Table S4), nor
did any of the 246 BNA ROIs (45) (see Supplemental Results
for effects at p , .01 uncorrected and additional analyses).
Indeed, direct comparison of the correlation coefficients
revealed that the relationship between MVCS persistence in
the hippocampus and verbal recognition was significantly
B

C

z = 1 y = -8 x = 

A

0.4

R PRL L

R PRL L

R PRL L

Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and Neu
stronger than the relationship between MVCS persistence and
the frequency of intrusive memories (z = 2.26, p = .024); the
same contrast for visual recognition memory showed a
marginally significant difference (z = 1.90, p = .058).

Finally, apart from voxel-by-voxel correlation patterns per
region, we assessed region-by-region (246 3 246) correlation
patterns, using voxel-averaged time series per ROI to calculate
a correlation matrix. There was no evidence that persistence of
interregional correlations (i.e., whole-brain correlation
structures) predicted intrusive memory frequency (r = 0.08;
p = .653), verbal recognition (r = 0.04; p = .814), or free recall
(r = 0.03; p = .854), but it did predict visual recognition memory
(r = 0.39; p = .027).
Reactivation of Hotspot-Related Neural Response
Patterns and Hotspot Intrusiveness

Our final analysis focused on the offline reactivation of multi-
voxel patterns related to specific hotspots rather than the
4

1.0

A

A

A

Figure 4. Persistence of film-related multivoxel
correlation patterns into postencoding rest in rela-
tion to subsequent voluntary recall. Areas where the
persistence of multivoxel correlation patterns related
to the encoding of an entire film clip in postencoding
rests predicts the number of scenes recalled during
free recall (A), verbal recognition (B), or visual
recognition (C) of the material from the film clips 1
week later (N = 32). Colors depict Pearson correla-
tion values (r). Only areas that survive false discovery
rate correction for number of regions (246) are dis-
played (free recall: r . 0.60, p , .001; verbal
recognition: r . 0.47, p , .007; visual recognition: r
. 0.44, p , .013). A, anterior; L, left; P, posterior; R,
right.
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whole clip. None of the effects survived correction for multiple
comparisons. Uncorrected effects at p , .01 are reported in
Supplemental Results.
DISCUSSION

We used fMRI to examine which neural processes related to
the initial consolidation of a memory of a distressing event
render it intrusive. While previous studies focused on neural
processes during distressing events or when involuntarily
recalling events, our study focuses on processes that occur
immediately after distressing events (i.e., while the experience
is being consolidated into long-term memory). While our data
showed that voluntary recall can be predicted from neural
patterns in postencoding rest periods, none of the post-
encoding neural measures predicted subsequent intrusive
memories. Instead, only activation at the time of encoding
indicated whether a moment would become intrusive.

Findings build on previous work. First, we found activation
in the anterior cingulate cortex during the encoding of negative
events that subsequently become intrusive memories. The
anterior cingulate cortex is part of the salience network that
has previously shown similar effects (12,13); indeed, we found
more widespread activation in other regions of this network,
such as the midcingulate cortex, insular cortex, and IFG, at the
more liberal threshold used in those previous studies.

Second, while the persistence of encoding-related correla-
tion patterns (MVCS) into postencoding rest did not predict
intrusive memory frequency over the subsequent week, it did
predict voluntary memory recall, in line with previous findings
(31). We extend these findings in four ways: 1) instead of
testing on the same day, we tested voluntary memory 1 week
after encoding, suggesting that previously described post-
encoding processes (31) reflect processes important for
longer-term memory consolidation; 2) we used more natural-
istic stimuli (films), with more distressing content, than the
words/pictures used in previous memory consolidation fMRI
studies (which may help clinical translation), alongside multiple
measures of voluntary and involuntary memory; 3) we show
that the prediction of subsequent voluntary memory retrieval is
not restricted to the hippocampus but involves a large-scale
network including areas in the medial temporal lobe and
along the anterior midline; and 4) as we correct for preceding
rest correlations, the MVCS persistence index only contains
variance unique to consolidation of the film clip of interest, and
we show that it is this unique variance that predicts better
voluntary memory across individuals.

Our third analysis exploratively examined whether narrowing
the focus on offline reactivation of multivoxel response pat-
terns related to specific hotspots (rather than the whole clip)
would indicate whether these hotspots become intrusive or
not. After correction for multiple comparisons (246 brain areas),
no relationship was found between postencoding reactivation
of hotspots and their subsequent intrusiveness. Limitations
inherent to the current naturalistic design restrict conclusions
from this null finding. First, our interest in film-specific
consolidation processes required resting-state periods in be-
tween film clips. Therefore, a small number of films was used,
and only those were selected that had proved to be most
effective in eliciting intrusions. This resulted in a low number of
966 Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and Neuroimaging O
nonintrusive control scenes compared with previous studies,
corroborated by the fact that we observed weaker univariate
activation when comparing intrusive versus nonintrusive hot-
spots during encoding (12,13), suggesting less power. Sec-
ond, the temporal distance between events influences neural
pattern similarity because of autocorrelations in fMRI data. This
is problematic when examining naturally occurring hotspots in
film clips because the timing of a hotspot within a clip with
respect to the prefilm or postfilm rest period may affect the
relative strength of the similarity values and thus the degree of
reactivation as indexed by similarity values. Despite allowing
us a means by which to study the idiosyncratic nature of
intrusive memory (individuals have intrusions of different
events), longer film clips mean that there is more variation in
timing and duration of possible intrusive moments; this varia-
tion makes it harder to match moments across individuals or
identify clean yet equally distressing controls. Future research
could include more but shorter film clips. Further adjustments
could include extending measurements to the hours after film
viewing to better understand how consolidation processes
unfold over time. In addition, intrusions could be weighed by
the distress they elicit (46) to facilitate clinical translation,
although intrusions of distressing film clips [unless acquired in
the line of work (4)] will never be more than a proxy of in-
trusions of real-life trauma.

A final limitation of this naturalistic event-related design,
where hotspots can only be identified retrospectively and no
interventions are applied, is that it restricts direct comparisons
of the neural mechanisms underlying voluntary versus intrusive
memory recall. The question whether voluntary and intrusive
memory rely on distinct memory systems is part of an ongoing
debate (41,47–52). Behaviorally, voluntary recall after 1 week
was better for those moments that had intruded during that
week. This is in line with recent findings (53) and suggests that
intrusive memories may sometimes serve as a type of
rehearsal, either directly or because it prompts further reflec-
tion on the content of the intrusion. Thus, some dependencies
can be found between voluntary and intrusive memory. Yet at
the same time, people who experienced more intrusions did
not appear to have better overall memory. That is, different
measures of voluntary recall (free recall, verbal and visual
recognition) were strongly related to each other, as were the
measures of involuntary recall (intrusion frequencies in labo-
ratory tasks and the diary), but no significant correlations were
observed between measures of voluntary and involuntary
recall across individuals. Furthermore, the persistence of
multivoxel correlation patterns was related to voluntary mem-
ory only and was significantly more strongly related than to the
total frequency of intrusions. The latter observations are more
in line with proposals that the two types of memory are inde-
pendent to a certain degree. For example, manipulations such
as engagement in a visuospatial task (the computer game
Tetris) immediately after watching trauma films have been
found to reduce the frequency of intrusive memories over a
week, while leaving voluntary memory intact, providing strong
support for separate memory systems or processes underlying
voluntary versus intrusive memories (41).

While so far only revealing mechanisms predicting voluntary
recall, the present applications of multivariate fMRI hold
promise. Several clinical theories make predictions with regard
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to how stressful events are processed and represented in the
brain (5,49,54–56), and so far, it has been difficult to test these
ideas in humans. Compared with nonspecific assessments of
consolidation (e.g., connectivity between two brain regions),
applications assessing similarities in representational geome-
tries (30,33–36,57–59) allow us to track neural encoding pro-
files, uniquely related to one particular hotspot or film clip,
during postencoding periods and establish their relationship to
subsequent memory. Such approaches may also have trans-
lational relevance by shedding light on neural processes
occurring in the immediate aftermath of traumatic events.
These processes could potentially be targeted by mechanis-
tically informed interventions to prevent later symptoms, i.e.,
intrusive memories of trauma building up (11). This idea has
been exploited in experimental research, where the adminis-
tration of pharmacological and behavioral manipulations
immediately following analog trauma resulted in fewer intrusive
memories (60,61). While immediate interventions are not al-
ways possible, they are applicable when exposure to trauma
can be anticipated, such as in the emergency room or when
police officers or journalists watch distressing film footage in
the line of duty (4). First indications from studies in hospital
settings suggest promising clinical translation of very early
interventions (62–64).

In summary, while the neural underpinnings of intrusive
memory formation remain enigmatic, this naturalistic paradigm
provides a first step that may inspire future research into fac-
tors that weaken and strengthen memories for highly dis-
tressing events in controlled laboratory settings. Such research
may eventually elucidate the mechanisms underlying the effi-
cacy of early interventions and help increase their
effectiveness.
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